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ABSTRACT

This study sought to determine the impact of a
free-choice environmental learning event, on "at-risk"
eighth graders' self-perceived environmentally responsible

behaviors. The 21st annual Environmental EXPO at
California State University, which occurred on a Saturday
in April, served as the free-choice learning event.

Participants were students in the GEAR UP Inland Empire
program, a federally funded college awareness and

readiness program. Students completed a pre-EXPO survey
before attending the event. They were also given an
"Environmental EXPO Gazette" which served as an
introduction before attending the event and an

"Environmental EXPO Passport" which was used to guide the

students in selecting fun learning activities during the
event. At the end of Environmental EXPO, students filled .

out a post-EXPO survey. A total of 96 students filled out
both the pre- and post-survey. It appeared that
Environmental EXPO did have a positive change on students'

self-perceived environmentally responsible behaviors.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

In the end, we will conserve only what
we LOVE. We will love only what we
UNDERSTAND. We will understand only

what we are TAUGHT.
- Baba Dioum, Senegalese Ecologist
General Statement of the Problem
Developing environmentally responsible behaviors in

today's citizenry is the overarching, unifying goal of
environmental education. However, it is commonly

understood that not all learning takes place in the formal
classroom. Free-choice learning is a significant part of

every child's life. But, students who are categorized as

"at-risk" typically have less access to extra-curricular,
free-choice learning activities. "Free-choice learning is
used to refer to the type of learning that occurs when

individuals exercise significant choice and control over
their learning" (Falk, 2005, p. 270). In fact, underserved
populations and minorities are typically targeted less

often for environmental education (Morrone & Meredith,

2003).
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Working towards a goal of providing quality
environmental education for all students is a particularly

important matter of educational equity. I have worked in
low-income Texas elementary schools with students who
would be categorized in the "at-risk" group, and I feel

very strongly about creating equal learning opportunities

for all children in both the formal and non-formal sectors

of education. It is my sincere belief that educational
equity is a lofty goal towards which we should all strive.

Environmental EXPO at California State University,
San Bernardino is a family, community-wide, free-choice

learning event which takes place annually in celebration
of Earth Day. The mission statement of Environmental EXPO

reads:

The California State University, San Bernardino,

Environmental EXPO plants the seed for awareness of

the critical importance of the environment for
quality of life and for quality economic growth
through innovative educational experiences and
academic excellence. EXPO enables. Cal State

.

University, San Bernardino to reach beyond the

college classroom to be a partner with and to engage

the community in meeting environmental education
needs of the region and the state.

■ ' 2

As an annual event drawing over 10,000 participants,

Environmental. EXPO has a large impact on the surrounding
community and is considered the largest environmental

education fair in southern California. Each year,
Environmental EXPO draws a wide variety of exhibitors from

all sectors of the community. This year, approximately 95

exhibitors attended■Environmental EXPO. Environmental EXPO
also offered hands-on activities for children at the Water
Festival section of the event. Many of the exhibitors

featured engaging activities for children and adults.
In the recent years, students in the Gaining Early
Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs (GEAR
UP) program have become an important part of the

Environmental EXPO'S partnership with the community. GEAR.

UP Inland Empire is an outreach program through California
State University, San Bernardino which "promotes college

awareness and readiness programs for middle and high
school students and their parents" (GEAR UP INLAND EMPIRE,

2007a). The GEAR UP program is an intervention for
identified "at-risk" students aimed at increasing the

number of low-income students entering and succeeding in
post-secondary education. In April 2007, GEAR UP students
from eight local middle schools were bused to the 21st

annual Environmental EXPO.
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Discovering how to most effectively engage "at-risk"
middle-school students at free-choice environmental
education events, such as California State University at
San Bernardino's Environmental EXPO, could be an important

step in developing the background, extra-curricular

knowledge necessary for understanding, appreciating, and
respecting the environmental world which surrounds them.
Significance of. Thesis

Extracurricular, free-choice research up to this
point has typically focused on zoos, museums, and aquaria.

Little work has been done with regards to short-term,

free-choice, environmental education events. Developing
curricula and methods that are effective in delivering
environmentally responsible messages will provide future
environmental educators with the knowledge needed to

create successful free-choice learning events.

Environmental EXPO at California State University,
San Bernardino is one such event which will directly

benefit from the development of such processes. However,
the methods discussed in this paper will most certainly be

applicable to other short-term environmental events
besides Environmental EXPO.

Research Question

Does participating in Environmental EXPO promote

self-assessed growth in self-perceived personal
environmentally responsible behaviors for eighth grade

"at-risk" students?
Limitations and Delimitation
During the development of the project, a number of
limitations and delimitations were noted. These
limitations and delimitations are presented in the next

section,.
Limitations
The following limitations apply to the thesis:
1.

The time frame of the study is very short and

includes only one environmental education,
free-choice learning event.

2.

The students being used in this study are all

from southern California.
3.

The group, of students being used in this study

is part of a college awareness and readiness
outreach program, GEAR UP.
4.

The distribution and introduction of the
pre-event materials was handled by site contacts
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and teachers at schools participating in the
GEAR UP program.
Delimitation

The following delimitation applies to the thesis:
1.

The students are from a college awareness and

readiness program, GEAR UP, and provided a group

of students that share common socio-economic and
educational background.
2.

The study focuses on one specific free-choice

environmental learning event, Environmental EXPO

at California State University, San Bernardino.
- Assumptions

The following assumptions were made regarding this
thesis:
1.

Environmental education is successful at
developing students' environmentally responsible

behaviors.

2.

Increased numbers of environmentally responsible
citizens will lead to a better understanding of
the humans' place in the world.

3.

A better understanding of humans' place in the

world will develop a more sustainable, healthy

future for every living thing.
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4.

Everyone is capable of attitudinal and
behavioral change.
Organization of the Thesis

Chapter One provides an introduction to the context

of the problem, the significance of the thesis, the
research question, the limitations and delimitations and a
definition of terms. Chapter Two consists of a review of
relevant literature. Chapter Three documents the steps

used in developing the project. Chapter Four presents the
results and discussion from the project. Chapter Five
presents conclusions and recommendations drawn from the
development of the project. Project references follow the

appendices. The appendices for the thesis consists of:
APPENDIX A: PRE AND POST-EXPO SURVEY; APPENDIX B:
ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO GAZETTE;. APPENDIX C: ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO

PASSPORT; APPENDIX D: CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN
BERNARDINO INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD EXEMPTION LETTER ;

and APPENDIX E: GAINING EARLY AWARENESS AND READINESS FOR

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS, INLAND EMPIRE SCHOOLS AND THEIR
FREE/REDUCED LUNCH RATES. Finally, the references follow
the appendices.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction

Chapter Two consists of a discussion of the relevant
literature. A definition of "environmental education" as
well as an overview of the field is necessary in order to

develop applicable background knowledge for the thesis
question. Because the main goal of environmental education
is to develop and stimulate an environmentally

knowledgeable populace, environmental literacy is another

important concept to investigate.
The students participating in this research.have been

labeled as "at-risk" youth. For this reason, the term
"at-risk" is also delineated in the following literature
review.

Environmental EXPO is considered a voluntary learning
event; students participated in free-choice environmental

learning. Thus, a discussion of free-choice environmental
learning is also included in this literature overview.

Environmental Education
Defining environmental education has historically

been a problem. Pinning down a specific, unanimously

agreed upon definition of environmental education has been

8

a "holy grail" quest for the field of environmental
education. Environmental education grounded its roots upon

previous distinctly defined disciplines. Nature study,

outdoor education, and conservation education are commonly
known as antecedents to environmental education. It is

from these roots that environmental education has branched
forth (Disinger, 2005a, pp. 17-21).

Definitions and explanations of environmental
education (EE) vary widely throughout the field. Different
definitions of environmental education arise for a series
of reasons. As new knowledge and new studies become

available, the. definition of EE shifts. The dominant
culture of the time period, the life experiences of an
author, and changing environmental problems all bias the

definition of EE. And so, the - definition of EE is
constantly evolving. William B. Stapp and his students in

a graduate seminar developed one of the most lasting and

influential definitions of EE in 1969, "Environmental
education is aimed at producing a citizenry that is

knowledgeable concerning their biophysical environment and

its associated problems, aware of how to help solve these
problems, and motivated to work toward their solution"

(emphasis in original, 1969, p. 31). This thesis will
operate most predominantly under Stapp's definition of EE.

9
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The Tbilisi Conference in late October of 1977,
organized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in cooperation with the
United Nations Environment Programme- (UNEP), created an

influential framework for the field of environmental
education. The Tbilisi Declaration developed an important

set of goals, objectives, and principles for environmental

education which focus on interdisciplinary, whole-system

approaches to environmental education. Fostering
environmental awareness, basic environmental knowledge, an

acquisition of empathy for the environment (also known as
"environmental sensitivity"), the development of the

necessary skills to solve environmental problems, and
opportunities to participate towards the answer to some of
the earth's environmental problems are the basic tenets of

The Tbilisi Declaration (2005,. p. 15) .
As Stapp et al. mentioned, the development of

environmentally responsible behaviors is one of the
foremost goals of EE (1969, p. 34). Challenging and
teaching citizens to think in a critical manner when it

comes to environmental issues is also an important

objective of EE (Culen, 2005, p. 38).

Environmental issues are, by definition,
controversial. An environmental issue is "a problem for
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which differing beliefs and values exist, usually
involving two or more parties who don't agree"

(Bridenbecker & Stoner, 1999). Environmental educators
often walk a fine line between "educators" and

"environmentalists".during these discussions.

Environmentalists are advocates for or against certain
environmental issues; whereas, environmental educators

present all sides of an issue. This problem of distinction
is often referred to as "two hats," a phrase coined by

John Hug (2005, p. 47).
As an educator, one must be able to wear the

"environmental educator," non-biased "hat" and present all

sides of an issue. When discussing environmental issues,
it is particularly important for environmental educators
to withhold their personal biases. In short, an

environmental educator may very well be an

environmentalist; but in order for the field of
environmental education to remain credible, it is
important for educators to present unbiased views and

explanations of environmental issues.

Environmental Literacy
The super ordinate goals of environmental education

"are to develop environmentally literate citizens and
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promote responsible environmental behavior" (Culen, 2005,

p. 37). The word "literacy" in the term "environmental

literacy" refers not to the reading or understanding of
letters, but rather to the interpretation and conception
of the world that surrounds us.

Atone time, environmental educators operated under

the idea that by solely enhancing ecological and
environmental knowledge they could influence the attitudes

and behaviors of their students. However, Culen debunked

this school of thought by arguing that the idea that

knowledge translates linearly to attitudes and then
seamlessly into behaviors is a faulty premise (2005, .

p. 38). In reality, knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors
interact in an unpredictable, non-linear fashion.
It is the fostering of environmental literacy that
can'most accurately predict future environmentally

responsible behavior. Hungerford, Litherland, Peyton,
Ramsey, and Volk (1996) identified seven variables
associated with environmental literacy which served to

define the term more thoroughly. The contributing skills
or factors which they listed as important to the

development of environmental literacy are: knowledge of

action strategies, skill in using action strategies,
environmental sensitivity, locus of control, knowledge of
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issues, beliefs and values, and ecological concepts. In a
separate paper, Volk mentioned that the development and
incorporation of the contributing skills and factors of

environmental literacy should be a primary goal of
environmental education curriculum developers (2005,

p. 141).

Unfortunately, environmental education is far from
accomplishing its goal of an environmental literate

populace. Volk and McBeth (2005) stated:
Based on a review of research studies, the overall

assessment summary suggests that the affective
dimensions of environmental literacy are at a

moderate level, ecological and socio-political

knowledge are low, and both environmental issue
knowledge and environmentally responsible behavior

tend to be low.

(p. 74)

Volk and McBeth suggested that a more nationally conducted
survey would give a more accurate reading of the nation's

environmental literacy temperature (2005, p. 80).

Environmental education is far from defining,
measuring, and accomplishing environmental literacy.

However, a significant base of knowledge and research is
being developed in this area.
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At-Risk Youth and the Gaining Early Awareness
and Readiness for Undergraduate
Programs Program

The term "at-risk" can mean different things to

different people. And in fact, the term "at-risk" is used

academically in many different ways. A quick internet
search reveals that youth can be labeled "at-risk" for

depression, suicide, illegal substance abuse, eating
disorders, and not graduating high school. It also becomes

apparent that the term, "at-risk," is generally used in
regards to youth between the ages of 12 and 18 years. This

study involves "at-risk" youth involved in the college

readiness GEAR UP Inland Empire program. For this reason,
the term "at-risk" as it applies to students "who are at

risk for either not graduating from school or of
graduating without the necessary academic, social, and

emotional skills to function as productive citizens and
workers" (Donmoyer, 1993, p. 8) will be further

investigated in this sub-section of the literature review.
Three dominant explanatory theories for "at-riskness"
pervade the educational field. Richard Sagor, author of
At-Risk Students: Reaching and Teaching Them, explained

each theory (1993). The first'theory, "Clinical
Pathology," was built upon a medical model which suggested

that the source of the problem (which subsequently caused
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a child to be "at-risk") resides within the child. This
theory "presumes that where there is at-riskness there

must be a corresponding defect in the child which places
him/her at risk" (p. 20). Hyperactivity, attention deficit
disorder, and learning disability are examples of such

"defects." The next theory, "Developmental Deficits,"
focused on the inadequacy of educational experiences or
home experiences as potential explanations for

"at-riskness." Within this explanation, children are

blameless for their "at-risk" condition and can thus be

"corrected" with proper environmental intervention such as
tutoring, therapy, or programs such as Head Start (p. 21).
The third theory, "Institutional Pathology," posited that

"when individuals or groups consistently receive

.

differential treatment by social institutions they can be
expected to behave differently" (p. 21-22). Thus, solving
the problem requires treatment of the flawed institution.

Under this theory, racial and economic differences between
students are often targeted as causes of "at-riskness."

The U.S. Department of Education's (USDOE) National

Center for Education Statistics reported a national
dropout rate of 10.3% in the year of 2004 (2006, p. 164).
The dropout rate stated represents "the percentage of

16-24 year olds who are not enrolled in high school and
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who lack a high school credential" (USDOE, 2006, p. 164).
o\o

In California's 2002-2003 school year, an average of 74.1

of public high school freshman ultimately earned a
regular, state or district diploma (USDOE, 2006, p. 170).

The percentage of minority students that are dropping out

is much higher than that of their White counterparts..Data
from 2004 indicated that Black students (13.8% of the
total population) dropped out at a rate of 11.8% and

Hispanic students (17.3% of the total population) failed
to complete high school or its equivalency at a startling

rate of 23.8 students per hundred (USDOE, 2006, p. 164).
In the paper, "Improving Equity and Access for

Low-Income and Minority Youth into Institutions of Higher
Education," Ward acknowledged that the gap in achievement

between Whites and minorities is lessening (2006, p. 67).
Ward attributed, in part, the significant decrease in the

achievement gap accomplished between the 1970s and the
1980s to effective TRIO programs (2006, p. 67). In 2007,

TRIO was defined by the Office of Postsecondary Education:
The Federal TRIO Programs are educational opportunity

outreach programs designed to motivate and support
students from disadvantaged backgrounds. TRIO

includes six outreach and support programs targeted
to serve and assist low-income, first-generation
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college students, and students with disabilities to
progress through the academic pipeline from middle
/
'
'
",
■
■
■ ...
school to post baccalaureate programs.

GEAR UP programs, like TRIO programs, are also involved in
decreasing the achievement gap between the majority and
the minority. Ward also acknowledged the GEAR UP

initiative as "a major player in the Department of
Education's multimillion dollar strategic plan to extend

support to low-income and minority students" (2006,
p. 59). The goal of the GEAR UP program is "to

significantly increase the number of low-income students
who are prepared to enter and succeed in post-secondary

education" (GEAR UP INLAND EMPIRE, 2007a).
However, some research indicated that no significant

gains had been made in reading and mathematics by GEAR UP

students versus non-GEAR UP students and that low-income
students' readiness for college and college-going rates

are still significantly below their counterparts (Cabrera,
Deil-Amen, Prabhu, Terenzini, Lee, & Franklin, 2006,

p. 79). However, annual reports of the GEAR UP Inland
Empire (GUIE) program showed other improvements. Of the

9th and 10th grade cohort, 93% of the GEAR UP students said
that they expected to receive some sort of higher
education and 74% expected to obtain a 4-year degree or
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higher. GUIE also noted that their GEAR UP,students took

the Pre-Scholastic Assessment Test (PSAT) at higher rates

than non-GEAR-UP students (GEAR UP INLAND EMPIRE, 2007b).
High percentages of parents of GEAR UP students also

expected their child to attend higher education and

believed that higher.education could be affordable (GEAR

UP INLAND EMPIRE, 2007b). Research indicated that a
child's decision to go to college is the result of "a

complex process that begins at the seventh grade, if not
earlier" and of the influences of the child's peers,
educators, parents, and community leaders (Cabrera et al.,

2006, p. 80). It appears that GUIE is successful in

.

stimulating its students to think academically beyond high

school.

Free-Choice Environmental Learning
Learning takes place in a variety of ways and in a
multitude of settings. Free-choice learning is one common

way that people learn.
Free-choice learning is used to refer to the type of
learning that occurs when individuals exercise
significant choice and control over their learning.
Free-choice learning typically, but not necessarily,

occurs outside of school. It refers to the type of
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self-directed learning that regularly occurs in
settings like national parks, nature centers, natural

history museums, zoos and aquariums, a wide range of
: community-based organizations, and through the use of

print and electronic media, including the Internet.
(Falk,.2005, p. 270)

Naturally, in order for free-choice learning to

occur, the motivations of the learner must be taken into

account. The learner must "perceive that there are
reasonable and desirable learning choices (as defined byt
the learner) available, and that s/he possesses the .
freedom to select (or not select) from amongst these

choices" (Falk, 2005, p. 273). Ultimately, free-choice
learning is defined by the individual and learning
experiences cannot be finally categorized in terms of

free-choice or non-free-choice by anyone but the
individual.

Many challenges face educators in free-choice

learning situations. Because "free-choice learning is a
psychological construct, and thus can not be defined

a-contextually," it seems impossible to even define a
situation, setting, or opportunity as "free-choice" (Falk,

2005, p. 272). Thus, defining learning outcomes for such
situations is equally difficult. In such "non-assessed

. 19

learning situations where people have great discretion
over whether or not, and to what degree, they will pay

attention to facts and messages, pre-defined cognitive,

and even more so, affective learning outcomes, are not

guaranteed" (Storksdieck, Ellenbogen & Heimlich, 2005,

p. 354) . In other words, people will engage with the ..
situation at a degree which suits their needs at the
moment. In such learning situations, more distractions are

likely to hinder the full absorption of the intended
educational material than in more formal, school-like
situations.

Because it is impossible, in such settings, for the

learning outcomes to be fully defined by the educators,

other beneficial outcomes should also be considered
(Storksdieck et al., 2005, p. 354). In the paper "Changing
Minds? Reassessing Outcomes in Free-Choice Environmental

Education," these authors categorized three other

important outcomes inherent in free-choice settings. The
first, "incidental learning outcomes," was defined as

"outcomes which are related to the experience but not
specifically programmed for" (p. 354). In other words,
there may be things that students lea'rn that were not part
of the original curriculum. This "incidental learning" is
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an important component of the overall free-choice learning

experience.
The second category of outcomes outlined by
Storksdieck et al. (2005) that may not be so readily

apparent in free-choice educational settings is "broader

outcomes." These more general outcomes are frequently
intangible and immeasurable. Broader outcomes are
generally "changes in skills, attitudes, and perceived
value" (p. 365). For example, a person may gain a greater

appreciation for seahorses after a visit to an aquarium

and in the future their sympathy towards the sea and its
creatures may be enhanced.

In free-choice or non-assessed learning situations,

it is also vital to recognize the importance of

"re-affirmation," the third category of outcomes
delineated by Storksdieck et al.

(2005). As defined by the

authors, "re-affirmation" is the "further reinforcement of

previously held knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs"

(p. 354). Free-choice learning often offers such
reassuring opportunities. Because one's self identity is
constantly evolving, "it is a positive learning outcome

for visitors to free-choice learning environments to

realize that their perspective is valid, well-founded, and
shared by others" (p. 354). "Incidental learning,"
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"broader outcomes," and "re-affirmation" are learning
outcomes which should not be ignored when a program's

benefit or usefulness is being judged.

According to Falk (2005), there are many reasons why
people choose to engage in free-choice environmental

learning. However, people rarely choose this method of
learning for the purpose of becoming an expert (p. 266).
Often, people choose such non-assessed methods of learning

"to satisfy their intellectual curiosity and to fulfill
their needs for relaxation, enjoyment, intellectual

stimulation, and even spiritual fulfillment (p. 265). Falk
indicated that some research suggested that the majority
of people who participate in free-choice learning do so to
create a personal sense of identity and to "create a sense

of value in the world" (p. 266).

Environmental education typically fits well within

the world of free-choice learning. Environmental education
is much less of a typical school-taught discipline and can

function more as an integrating concept for multiple
subjects (Falk, 2005, p. 267). This fact provides a
certain flexibility in the expectations for learning
outcomes that perfectly suits a free-choice or

non-assessed style of learning.
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Currently, the public learns about science and the
environment from a variety of sources. The formal
education system is certainly an important source of

information, but the Internet, television, national parks,
museums, and aquariums are other equally important sources
of public information (Falk, 2005, p. 273).

Free-choice environmental learning experiences are

important to creating and sustaining an environmentally
responsible citizenry; however, "it is imperative that a

society possesses a vibrant, accessible, and high-quality
learning infrastructure capable of supporting this entire
range of learning experiences - from shallow and wide to

deep and narrow" (Falk, 2005, p, 276). Sustaining this
structure of learning opportunities and maintaining public
awareness about the available resources are vital to the

success of environmental education.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Chapter Three documents the steps used in designing

the investigation. A description of the population and its
treatment are also included. Data analysis methods are

also detailed in this chapter.
Development
Design of the Investigation
In order to determine whether participation in

Environmental EXPO promoted self-assessed growth in

personal environmental behaviors for eighth grade

"at-risk" students, a pre- and post-survey was developed.
A pre-EXPO booklet ("Environmental EXPO Gazette") and
"Environmental EXPO Passport" were also designed and

distributed to approximately 800 GEAR UP students in eight
middle schools in Riverside and San Bernardino counties.

The pre- and post-survey, which were identical

(APPENDIX A), was developed and modified based on a
science questionnaire developed by Wright and Masters and
explained in Rating Scale Analysis: RASCH Measurement

(1982, p. 13). The science questionnaire developed by
Wright and Masters was intended for use by adults and
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asked respondents to order a list 25 different actions
from easiest-to-like to hardest-to-like. Some examples of

the action items listed in the questionnaire were:
watching birds, making a map, watching a rat, learning the
names of weeds, going on a picnic, and growing a garden.
Because this task was deemed to be too confusing and

time-consuming for eighth-grade students, the
questionnaire used in this research was adapted more

specifically to answer the research question and
facilitate the survey process.

The survey developed for this study was divided into
three sections. The first section was a simple multiple
choice question which asked students to pick a definition
of the word, "environment." The next section, Section II,

asked students to pick "always," "sometimes," or "never"
in response to "I think finding out about the environment

is fun"; this section was developed to determine a

respondent's general, overall feelings toward learning
about the environment. Because Environmental EXPO is a

free-choice environmental learning environment, this was a

necessary question to gauge whether the event had an

effect on attitude.

'

The final section was composed of 13 statements and
was designed to discover how important certain
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environmentally responsible behaviors were to students.
The students were asked, "How important is it for you to
do each of these activities?" Some of the activities

listed were: pick up litter when I see it, turn off tap

water when I brush my teeth, plant and take care of a
tree, tell others how a lizard helps the environment, and .
try to recycle as much as I can. Students were asked to

respond by bubbling in one of the following three
responses: important, not sure, not important. This
section was also.intended to measure environmental values

and attitudes through intended environmental behaviors.
In order to introduce and engage students in the
Environmental EXPO event, a pre-EXPO booklet was developed
called the "Environmental EXPO Gazette" (APPENDIX B). The

Environmental EXPO Gazette was developed to be distributed
to the students a week before they came to EXPO. The

Gazette was designed to be fun to read and informational.

The booklet included information about Earth Day, its

history, and Environmental EXPO. The booklet also included
news about environmentally friendly celebrities, energy

conservation, reused materials, puzzles, and riddles. Most

importantly, the Gazette included information about "GEAR
UP Friendly" booths,, those with information or activities

geared towards the GEAR UP students attending the event.
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Students also received tips about asking interview-like

questions to exhibitors. This pre-EXPO booklet was
developed because at a previous Environmental EXPO,
several involved adults concluded that GEAR UP students

were not always sure how to learn at this free-choice
event.

An "Environmental EXPO Passport" was also designed

for distribution the day of Environmental EXPO (APPENDIX
C). Students received a punch from each of the "GEAR UP

Friendly" booths that they visited. The passport also
included a schedule of the day and a small map of the

area.

'
It was hoped that the Environmental EXPO Gazette

would excite the students about the event and that the

"Environmental EXPO Passport" would give the students a

loose framework for exploring Environmental EXPO.

Approval from the California State University, San
Bernardino Institutional Review Board (IRB) for this
investigation was requested and granted on March 15, 2007.

This study met the requirements for exemption from IRB
review (APPENDIX D).
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Population

The students selected for this investigation were
part of a college readiness program, GEAR UP Inland Empire
(Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate

Programs). The GEAR UP program is an. intervention for
identified "at-risk" students. The goal of the program is
to increase the number of low-income students entering and

succeeding in post-secondary education. The GEAR UP Inland

Empire program is housed at California State University,
San Bernardino and works closely with its host schools and
the university. GEAR UP students from eight local middle

schools were bused to Environmental EXPO. These schools
are located in the Nuview, Coachella Valley, and Rialto

Unified School Districts of southern California.
Complete demographic data from five of the eight GEAR
UP Inland Empire programs were available. The data from

these five schools' programs can be accurately used to
gain an idea of the ethnic backgrounds of the
participating students. Hispanic or Latino students were

the majority of students involved in the GEAR UP Inland
Empire program and represented 85.8% of the total

population. Black or African American students comprised

7.4%, and White students, 5.4%. Data from each of the
eight schools indicated that on average 71.3% of the total
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students at GEAR UP Inland Empire's host schools receive
free or reduced lunch (APPENDIX E).

Treatment

The Director and Associate Directors of the program
distributed the pre-EXPO surveys to their site

coordinators. The associated directors were responsible
for having students complete the pre-EXPO survey. The
surveys were given to the associate directors two months

before Environmental EXPO. The site coordinators delivered

800 surveys to GEAR UP eighth graders at eight different
middle schools in the Nuv.iew, Coachella Valley, and Rialto
Unified School Districts. Pre-EXPO surveys were collected
and returned before the day of Environmental EXPO. The
same distribution plan was used for handing out the
■ ■

■

t

■ .■

-

"Environmental EXPO Gazette". However, some of the site

coordinators picked up the Gazettes from the California
State University, San Bernardino campus.

Once the students arrived to Environmental EXPO, they
received their "Environmental EXPO Passport" for the day

which helped them plan their day at EXPO. Students were

split into smaller groups for the day. Each group was led
by a graduate student. At the end of the day, students

returned to their GEAR UP meeting area, turned in their .
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Environmental EXPO Passport, and completed the post-EXPO
survey to receive a small recycled glass keychain.

Data Analysis Procedures
Pre-EXPO and post-EXPO surveys were individually
compared by student identification number. Only data with

matching student identification numbers on both the pre-

and post-survey were used. Responses were coded and data

were entered by student ID number into a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. Student responses to the question in Section
I, "What is a good definition of the word 'environment'?"

were coded with letters ("a" for "forest and lakes," "b"
for "cities with businesses," "c" for "pollution in the
air," and "d" for "all of my surroundings") and marked. In

Section I, students were able to choose more than one
answer that they felt was correct, for this reason

multiple answers were sometimes recorded. If the most
correct response of "d" was included within a response it
was considered correct. All other responses from the

survey were coded using numbers. In Section II, students
were asked to respond to, "I think finding out about the
environment is. fun." "Always" responses received a "3,"

"Sometimes" responses were marked with a "2," and "Never"

responses were coded with a "1." Section III asked
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students to respond to 13 different action statements
while answering "How important is it for you to do each of

these activities?" For this series of statements,
"Important" responses were coded with a "3," "Not Sure"

with a "2," and "Not Important" with a "1."
Section III Statements 1, 2, 4, 6, and 12 were :
identified as "direct action statements" because they

represented direct actions that could be done by the
student without more investigation or without involving

others. Section III Statements 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and

13 represented "indirect action statements." In order for
students to accomplish these actions, they would have to

learn more information or involve other people.
Overall pre-survey and post-survey averages per
statement were calculated. The changes between the
averages were also noted. A spreadsheet was created in
Microsoft Excel which combined pre-EXPO and post-EXPO

surveys with matching student ID numbers. This direct
pairing of pre-EXPO and post-EXPO surveys allowed for
comparison of an individual's responses before and after

Environmental EXPO. Individual change was calculated per

statement using the coded responses. Subtraction of the
pre-survey coded response from the post-survey response

yielded a change value for each statement. Individuals'
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net change was then calculated. The net change represented
the negative or positive change in self-perceived
environmentally responsible behaviors that occurred

between the pre-EXPO and post-EXPO survey. This comparison
of individuals' surveys yielded in a measurement of

self-assessed behavioral change, the net change.
Summary

Eighth grade.students in the GEAR UP Inland Empire
program were asked to fill out a pre-EXPO survey. The

survey measured personal environmental attitudes. Students

were given a fun and informational "Environmental EXPO
Gazette" during the week before Environmental EXPO to help
them get an idea and get excited about Environmental EXPO.
On the day of Environmental EXPO, students also received

an "Environmental EXPO Passport." The passport was created
to help the groups of GEAR UP students move through the
event as well as to guide them to "GEAR UP Friendly"

booths. A post-survey administered at the end of
Environmental EXPO was used to determine whether or not

self-perceived environmentally responsible behaviors had
been affected by attending Environmental EXPO, a
free-choice event.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction

Chapter Four includes a presentation of the findings
qf this study as well as a discussion of the findings.

Explanatory tables and figures are also included in this .

chapter.

-

Presentation of the Findings
GEAR UP students from eight different middle schools
in the Coachella Valley, Nuview, and Rialto Unified School

Districts participated in this study. Student

identification numbers and school name were used as
identification markers on each of the surveys; student
names were not used during this study.

Pre-surveys were distributed beginning March 15, 2007

and 410 were returned before the'day of Environmental EXPO
(April 21, 2007). Of those 410 surveys, 373 were complete

with student identification number. This represented a 91%
usability rate. One hundred and sixty-three post-surveys

were completed at the end of Environmental EXPO and 150 of
the surveys (92%) were properly marked with student

identification numbers. Of these 150 usable post-surveys,
96 (64%) post-surveys could be matched up with previously
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completed pre-surveys. Overall, 23% of the students who
filled out pre-surveys also completed a post-survey.

Section I responses were coded and tallied. In

Section I, students were able to choose more than one
answer that they felt was correct; for this reason

multiple answers were sometimes recorded. If the correct

response of "d" ("all of my surroundings") was included

within a response, the answer was considered correct. In
both the pre- and post-survey, the majority of respondents
included "d" in their response. Four of the 96 pre-surveys
did not include a response to Section I; 87% of those who
did include.a response marked "d" ("all of my

surroundings"). Eleven of the 96 post-surveys did not
include a response to Section I; 84.7% of those who did

include a response, marked "d."
For Section II and Section III response averages

were calculated for both the pre-survey and the
post-survey (Figure 1). The pre-survey averages for the
majority of Section III statements ranged between 2.54 and

2.91, with one exception of Section III, Statement 8
("Tell others how a lizard helps the environment"). This

statement received more "not sure" or "not important"
responses than any other statement and thus had the lowest
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average (1.98) than any other pre-survey or post-survey

statement.
The range of post-survey averages for Section III was
narrower than that of the pre-surveys. The response

average spanned from 2.77 to 2.95, with the exception of
Section III, Statement. 8 (2.44).

® Pre-Survey
■ Post-Survey

Question

(N=96)
Figure 1. Section II and Section III Response Averages per
Question for the Pre- and Post-Survey

Figure 1 represents average responses of students

(N=96) to Sections II and III in both the pre- and
post-survey. Figure 2 charts the overall change in student
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responses between the pre- and post-survey. Each question
in Section II and III experienced an overall positive
change. Because the response of "important" was valued as

a "3" and "not important" was valued as a "1", positive
change represented a move in the "more important"
direction. From Figure 2, it is easy to see that Statement

8 ("Tell others how a lizard helps the environment")

experienced the greatest amount of change between the
surveys. Section III, Statement 3 ("Talk to others about

helping the environment.") also noted a larger than
average change of 0.30 between pre- and post-surveys.
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(N=96)_________________________ ________ ____
Figure 2. Calculated Difference between Pre- and

Post-Survey Averages for Section II and Section III
Statements

Section III statements were separated into two
categories, "direct action statements" and "indirect
action statements." Statements 1, 2, 4, 6, and 12 were
considered to be "direct action statements." They were
identified as "direct action statements" because they

represented direct actions that could be done by the
student without more investigation or without involving
others. Statements 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 were
considered to be "indirect action statements" because the
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behavior required students to learn more information or

involve other people.
On average, the "direct action statements" on both

the pre- and post-surveys received higher (closer to
"important") average responses than "indirect action

statements" (Table 1). "Direct action statements" were on

average 0.2 units higher on the pre-survey and 0.12 units
higher for the post-survey than "indirect action

statements". However the "indirect action statements"
averaged a greater amount of positive change (0.21)

between the pre- and post-survey than the "direct action
statements."

Table 1. Average Responses for Direct and Indirect Action
Statements in Section III
(N = 96)

Direct

Indirect

Pre-Survey

2.78

2.58

0.20

Post-Survey

2.91

2.79

0.12

Difference

0.12

0.21

Difference

An individual's pre- and post-survey data sets for

Section III were compared, and change was calculated per

statement. In example, a change of "0" for Section III,
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Statement 4 represented no change in the subject's preand post-response to this statement. This subject must
have answered "important," "not sure," or "not important"
for both pre- and post-surveys in order to receive a zero

value of change. A change of "2" represented a change in

response from "not important" in the pre-survey (coded as

a "1") to "important" in the post-survey (coded as a "3").
Therefore the change was calculated as "2'

(post-survey

minus pre-survey). Because there were only three possible
responses to each statement in Section III, possible
change per statement values were limited to: "2," "1,"

"0," "-1," and "-2." Average individual change values per
statement are illustrated in Figure 3.
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(N=96)__________ _ ______ _______________________ _
Figure 3. Section III Average Individual Change per

Statement between Pre- And Post-Surveys

Section III net change values were calculated by
summing the change between pre- and post-survey per

respondent. Section III consisted of 13 statements,
therefore the range of possible net change values spanned
from "26" to "-26." The average net change for all

complete data sets was 2.20 for n=94 since two respondents
did not complete all statements. By eliminating the

outlier value of ."-12," the trimmed mean became 2.35

(n=93). A frequency graph of for all complete data sets
(N=96, n=94) is represented in Figure 4. The mode of the
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net change data set was "0" (n=28) and the median was "1."

This asymmetrical data set with a median and mean which

are both greater than the mode indicated significant
positive skewing.

Net change results were also plotted against the
number of days which passed between the pre- and
post-survey (Figure 5). The post-test day remained
constant (April 21, 2007), but the pre-test dates varied.

The average span of time between the pre- and post-test
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was 9.11 days (n=85). The R-squared value (0.0212) for the

regression line was not statistically significant.

Figure 5. Number of Days between Pre- And Post-Survey

versus Individuals' Section III Net Change Value

Discussion of the Findings
Overall participation in this study was lower than
expected. The initial goal was to get 800 students at the

GEAR UP Inland Empire schools to participate in the
pre-survey and to have about 600 of those students attend
the Environmental EXPO at California State University, San
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Bernardino. However, a lower number of pre-surveys were
completed. Perhaps a greater level of control over the

distribution of the pre-surveys would have helped. An
earlier dissemination date might have also allowed more
time for completion of the surveys.
GEAR UP Inland Empire experienced a lower than
expected level of participation in the Environmental EXPO
event this year compared to years past. Discussion with a

GEAR UP Inland Empire staff member exposed some of the

possible causes of the low attendance rate. A national
tragedy at a Virginia college campus occurred during the

week prior to Environmental EXPO. It is likely that the
families of the GEAR UP students or the students
themselves were apprehensive about attending a public
event at another university campus. The weather may have

also affected the low attendance rate. The day before
Environmental EXPO was rainy and cold and the day of the

event was cloudy. It is possible that students did not

attend the event due to the weather.

Even though the initial plan was for students to fill

out the post-surveys as they boarded their buses to go

home, the plan changed during the day of Environmental
EXPO and students were asked to fill out their
post-surveys at the Environmental EXPO GEAR UP booth. This
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less group-oriented method of distributing and collecting
the post-surveys may have also attributed to the low

number of.received post-surveys. It would have been
beneficial to have more exact guidelines for the'

distribution,. completion, and collection of both the pre-

and post-surveys.
The layout of the survey appeared to be easy to

understand. The majority of students completed each
question and knew their student identification number. The

usability rate of received surveys was over 90%, so very
little data had to be discarded.
Section II, "I think finding out about the
environment is fun," response.averages exhibited a minor

change of 0.17 between the pre- and post-survey. On

average, students agreed more positively with this
statement after receiving the "Environmental EXPO

Gazette," completing the "Environmental EXPO Passport,"

and attending the event. This overall average change
indicated that the students' perceptions of environmental

learning being fun did make a small shift towards

"always." It is important to mention that a student who
was more inclined to think learning about the environment

was fun was probably also more likely to attend the event.

This could explain the minor pre- and post-survey change.
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Data may have also exhibited more change if there had

been five possible responses ("always," "almost always,"
"sometimes," "almost never," and "never") instead of
three. It should also be noted that almost all students
answered with an "always" or a "sometimes" response. The

notion that the Section II question is in some ways a

leading one, where the "correct" or "desirable" answer is
somewhat obvious, could also be considered due to the

overwhelming "always" response.
The separation of Section III into "direct" and

"indirect" action statements allowed for an important
observation to be made. Students appeared to have
considered "direct" actions as more personally important

for them to do than "indirect" action statements.
Certainly this observation points to a sense that students

understand that personal environmental behaviors are
important and individual actions can comprise part of a
greater whole. Table 1 also indicated that a greater
change was made between pre- and post-surveys within the

"indirect" action statements than the "direct" action

statements. Perhaps, this could suggest that the
"Environmental EXPO Gazette," the "Environmental EXPO

Passport," and Environmental EXPO had the greatest success
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in altering students' self-perceived "indirect"

environmentally responsible behaviors.

Statement 8 in Section III had the lowest average for
both pre- and post-surveys. This statement could be viewed
as the most "indirect" of all of the statements because it

required two actions,. Every other statement asked the

student to do only one thing (turn off lights, learn about

air pollution, pick up litter, recycle). However,

Statement 8, "Tell others how a lizard helps the
environment," required students to do two things: learn

how a lizard helps the environment and tell others about

it. If students responded more negatively to "indirect"
action statements, then it stands to reason that they

would have responded even more negatively to really

"indirect" action statements. This could be the reason why

this statement received averages which leaned the most
towards the "not important" side of the scale than other
statements. This response could also indicate that

students were really skeptical or unsure that lizards
"help" the environment, that they had no interest in

lizards, or that they were repulsed by lizards.
Within the complete data set for Section III, the

majority of students' net change between pre- and
post-survey was positive. Because this study did not
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include a control group, it must be assumed that students

who would not have received any intervention would have
completed pre- and post-surveys that were exactly the

same. In such an. instance, it would be safe to assume that
in a group, of students without any intervention the
overall net change frequency chart would have an average

of zero and be represented by a symmetrical bell curve.
Because the frequency chart of individuals' overall net

change for Section III in Figure 4 is positively skewed

with a trimmed mean of 2.35, it must be assumed that the
intervention had an overall effect on the subjects'

self-perceived environmentally responsible behavior.
It was also determined that the number of days

between the time the subject took the pre- and post-survey
did not affect individual net change for Section III

responses (Figure 5). How fun a subject perceived learning
about the environment to be also did not have a direct

relationship to their individual net change score for
Section III (Figure 6). Hopefully, the "Environmental EXPO
Gazette," "Environmental EXPO Passport," and actual event
can be solely given credit for the slight overall shift
towards the "important" end of the spectrum for Section

III environmentally responsible behaviors. Without a
control group, this assumption cannot be proven.
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Many subjects responded with all "important"

responses to Section III of the survey. Perhaps it was
just easier to check off the same response for every
question. It seems that the researcher's preferred

response is very clear in this study and perhaps students
responded to that. Perhaps it would be helpful if

respondents were given five response options ("important,"

"somewhat important," "not sure," "somewhat not
important," and "not important") instead of three.
Summary

Overall, it seems as if this study's intervention had
a small impact on students' environmental attitudes. After

receiving the Environmental EXPO Gazette, Passport, and
attending the event, students' environmental attitudes
calculated from Section II and Section III seemed to
indicate that'learning about the•environment was a little

more fun and that it was slightly more important for them

to personally engage in the listed Section III activities.
However without a control group, it can only be assumed

and not proven that the intervention caused the marked
changes.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
Chapter Five includes an overall summary of the

investigation. The conclusions reached from this

investigation are also delineated along with the
recommendations for future investigation.

Summary
This study was conducted with the intention of

determining whether a short-term, free-choice
environmental learning event would have an impact on the
environmental attitudes of eighth grade, GEAR UP students.

Participants attended the annual Earth Day celebration,
Environmental EXPO, at California State University on

April 21, 2007. One to three weeks prior to Environmental
EXPO, GEAR UP students from eight middle schools were
given a pre-survey. Statements on the survey were used to

measure students' self-perceived environmentally
responsible behaviors. Before arriving to Environmental
EXPO, students received the "Environmental EXPO Gazette"

which served as a fun introduction to the event. During
Environmental EXPO, students completed an "Environmental

EXPO Passport" in which they received hole-punches or
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stamps for visiting different exhibitors' booths at
Environmental EXPO. Directly after the event, students

took the post-survey which was exactly the same as the
pre-survey. The data were entered into Microsoft Excel and
identified by student identification number. Pre- and
post-surveys which had matching student identification
numbers were paired and non-matching data was deleted.

Overall average responses for Sections II and III
were calculated for both the pre- and post-survey. The

pre-survey averages per statement were subtracted from the

post-survey averages to determine the overall average

change per statement. Almost all statements exhibited
overall changes which indicated a positive change in

students' self-perceived environmentally responsible
behaviors.
The change in response from pre- to post- survey was
also individually calculated for each question from

Section II and III from these paired surveys. Section III

response changes were added together to form a net change
number for Section III. Overall, it appeared that
self-perceived environmental behaviors had indeed been
affected by the intervention. However, it is impossible to

determine which part of the intervention was the most
useful in changing environmental attitudes. It is also
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impossible to state positively that the intervention

caused the change in environmental attitudes due to a lack
of a control group.
As mentioned in the literature review, it was

impossible to measure the "incidental learning," "broader
outcomes," and "re-affirmation" learning outcomes inherent
in any free-choice learning situation. These immeasurable

outcomes should not be ignored when considering the

benefits of this intervention.
Conclusions

The conclusions extracted from the project follow.
1.

Self-perceived environmentally responsible

behavior was likely affected by the

intervention. The intervention included-’the
"Environmental EXPO Gazette," the "Environmental
EXPO Passport," and the Environmental EXPO event

itself.
2.

In Section III, students were more likely to

consider "direct" action statements important
than "indirect" actiop statements.

3.

It is likely that the intervention had a greater
affect on self-perceived "indirect"

environmentally responsible behaviors.
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Recommendations
The recommendations resulting from the project

follow.
1.

The creation of multiple control groups would

, isolate which part of the intervention was most
beneficial and allow the researcher to identify
the intervention as the most likely cause of the

self-perceived behavioral change.

2.

The inclusion of more response options on the

pre- and post-survey would enhance its design

and yield more specific results.
3.

Personally controlling the distribution and
collection of the surveys could yield in higher
numbers of returned surveys.

4.

A professional review of the survey by experts

in survey design perhaps in the fields of
psychology or sociology could have enhanced the
credibility of the survey.
5.

A mixed-methods study design including student

interviews could perhaps more conclusively

identify and explain trends noticed in the

quantitative analysis.
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Summary
Chapter Five summarized the study and identified the

conclusions reached from the study. Recommendations for
future research in this area were also presented.
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APPENDIX A
PRE- AND POST-EXPO SURVEY
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Student ID#:______________

Questionnaire
School:___________________

Date:____________ _

I. What is a good definition of the word “environment”?
[Please bubble the answer(s) you feel is correct]
0 Forests and lakes.
0 Cities with homes and businesses.
0 Pollution in the air.
0 All of my surroundings.
II. I think finding out about the environment is fun. (Please bubble your response)
O Always O Sometimes O Never
III. How important is it for you to do each of these activities?
Please bubble your choice for each statement. There are no right or wrong answers._____ ___
1. Turn off tap water while ! brush my teeth.
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
2. Try to recycle as much as I can.
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
3. Talk to others about helping the environment
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important

4. Pick up litter when I see it.
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
5. Find out how to protect wildlife
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important

6. Plant and take care of a tree.
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
7. Learn about new ways that houses can be built to conserve energy
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
8. Tell others how a lizard helps the environment
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
9. Find out how hazardous waste materials should be disposed.
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
10. Learn how to prevent rats and mosquitoes from spreading diseases.
O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
11. Find out about jobs that I could do to help the environment.

O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
12. Turn off lights when not needed.

O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
13. Learn about how to reduce air pollution.

O Important O Not Sure O Not Important
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APPENDIX B
ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO GAZETTE
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Welcome to
Environment! EXPO,.an
annual celebration of Earth
Day! We are so glad that
you will be attending this
year's fair at California State
University, San Bernardino.
We. can't wait to see you! We hops that the
Environmental EXPO experience will not only be
educational, but also funl
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Erwiranrnenttoi EXPO is a free snnuarcetobratian of Earth Day si
Mfem is State University, San Bernardino. Enwenmentsl EXPO
;s an opportunity to team atari your environment and things
everyone can do to protect our planet? Exhibitors with
environments^ information and acfhitie® frant all over souOism
California ®me to set up tooths st Environmental EXPO. Some
exhibitors will set up inside the arena ate some will set up outside
in the item sros o&tskfe of the. arena.
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These exhibitors are tram community ei^snis&tena, businesses,
environment? groups, and public agendas represented si EXPO,
it will be up to you to gel toe iVtOST out of Environmental EXPO
tost you can. This Environmental EXPO Gazette will help yeu
figure out where to spend your time during EXPO!
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Earth Dey is a day set aside each year to promote awareness
of environmental issues, Earth Day began in 1970 by Senator
Melson, and has been going strong ever since. Here’s what the
founder of Earth Day, Gaylord Nelson, has to say about how Earth
Day began...
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As the total cfEarth Day, to is ta gtandfadtor of all tat .grew
of tai event--ta Envtormsetal WdedmM te Clear Air
Act, ta Ooa Wafer Act, toe Safe ©rinktogWaferAct Hs also set
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to public sendee to cam about te
ovtaameto
to try to do sotatotog abcut it And I task tat
teVM Reritari wato wat.w to
tatymmg people Ita Al
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waltoed, because of GaytadNete^ tat if
tay get toto public mg, tay could (to sometomg to preserve
mu? etaromneut tor totere generations.

9:45 AM. W7*THE EAST KO&M 9f29f95
THE PRESIDENT. Goad morning and welcome io aH of you.

especially to the honorees, their family members, their friends,
distinguished members of Congress, The Presidential Medal of

Freedom is the highest hcmcr given to civilians in toe United States...

to toe 1970s, when a river w se-po&ted it acteBy
taT G^tord,NeIsstt.^ta up. He tarried tat Americans,
deserved toe ofely tat rows ftom towwig ta wOd we to® to
. wiffiMci: take us rioto He
wteta tamM never tot
partisan palifks divert us tocmresparmW^y to car steed ■
ovto^mti He tospred ns to remember tat toe stowrdtap of
mu nahtel re&mtata toe stewardship of toe American Dream.
Ito is ta wortoy te < ta toaditom < theedco Koosewlt K„
Way, as awto %% at wy rime
to mofta Aiiwioa Wmj^ w
red to rermitar wta w tare
mt tori jpsetoiB planet artoin toto
befo^ed ootary. Afidl hc^e that
GaytoMNetai’s shtotog
exalte will iltomtate il toe
debates to Oss city fto years tot
came.
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hnHdIng fissign f,r,n save energy^ Usf^ your
/cijr

ra^i'fc resta and occ&ystorrjs. Discover nor^ atou11lOW

rnhds to toijff, about setr s^nergv. couvecdon
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cunents, and new

humans hive sTiOected the ^/odd. The eahh baihiun is 22

to sroof I^ousee and oiher "cree-i

iiiiliGiog'^ ncnniquso "Oroen building"'jsos nranro to poviao
a clean, pio,'B energy Btfi ::lenb ano happier-"lome ';'cy ^Ji
he amazed at a^l of tl-e oosslhle buikling nmenut-.

You can iDhng Ihc fo::ow;nQ to recyc<G ot En ^ironmenral EXPD's Recycling Siadurss, ^liiniirynj cans, tS' phones, and
oid tonnfe sooes,

wmm
Lea:n aoc ut all

EiQHMIEigQE

of ca;eer« evatlaoie al GiniLlf ars,

while finding ou' he-v a natural gas bus fe erw'rcmisntally

Add, neutral, or aaso'"? Vvfiat is add rain and Vibsre does It
eome fromY How does dlrt^^ water get ciea.n'? You wri figure
it ail out In no tlmB at fie Chenifetiy taffe when you do
experiments with collie students Ihom €<-SLiHB ard
Riverside Copirnynlty College.

liiBliiiiliiiiiiW^^

MjgkrSIiM;
Vhot do you J«row nh^or Jt n ati ira: g is po.vered cars*^ Th e
'Oas Cotop>au7 ^vrl be bringiiiS out a to;i~3izs i-t~nca Civb
GK that runs on natuoa' gas! Yin can see now ratur^r gas
fuel eylmders are pyl tDgeter and
a tour or tlie vohide.

What frolics In the wind, revels In the sun, and creates a ring
every year? A Ireet Can you name ive fees ll'sat grow m

Plus, they ti have aU sons cf otner mrom^auo n aaour bow ;g
conoGrvo enbiqv!
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^ tlhd mtImt what %fe&tcr oenteP moTO end liVhy ttit^

I you l?iidw^«Mdy put all ofiie psec^ In the world on^ ^
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Asddng Questions at
. EXPO

an<i

tome

stiff

you

Look fm GEO UP ESO tafel W WR UP EXPCT
booths at Eswcsw^totoEOQ w
you. and are
eager to misAw 3m®
■Thtok Amt some qriestkms
yon wight 3i3m to sask Aad of tM to
for the ewat
Exhibitors. at EO0 or©
Mr'time to edueM© the
public (ard ymt!)
tfey
tpesfcus 1

T^e &

sto^e

Triers'
H<&t

4^ at &)Vhwtoent^ EXPOf

£ te^

*&en

wH-h # /ew new

What is your job title?______ __ ________
What is rhe most interesting pan of your job?

fewwrex^l WO k a
w&y for you to
tow^gA^zw^dtotow, Ihew will bed! sorts of
htomalisf
otwABe w
to: fc department
uffidiiK
wfe> rtod©too#, tomeuui curators,
jwinwwH eAe.^fer%y

How does your job nelp the environment?

bow long Nvtf vou woiXed domg this9

Mbtogists, artisam,

Esh
wrata, and mere I It's ®t tots
to rtMtinwstigo&ig ywrAto® career-

What types of schooling or training did you
have to complete to be hired as an______ __
.?:

Before EXPO:
Look st the schecule
During
of EXPO.
EXPO:
Look at ths Ilstma of GEAR
Find the exhibitors,
UPEXPQexhbto
shows, and rnusto you
coming to EXPO, circle what
want to see
yoo really wa nt to see!
Prepare some questions to Introduce yc irselF with a smllet
Ask your quetotons
clearly.
aek in advance.
exhibta
for

'

^/ow vou

<€$st three -fe^re

n.................... . ....

answering your questions
After EXPO:
Reftect on what
you have learned..

2)____________ __ ___________

.

3)_____________________________

■■■■
questtons do you

©F

' '
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sad sieile home

incir of ±er,V
Insulation is die '-luff ilisl goes
between tbs inside and outside
wah of your home to keep your
home cool in summer ond warm

mdiev<tn&r.

Magazine Purse
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Esch year Americans throw away iw 100 billion plastic
polythene bags. That’s ITMTCTCTO-CKHMMl-CI! That’s an
Incredible amount of waste .going hour landfills!

, ARNOLD
. SOHWAhZEtEeSt
.O0t®W0k'(tFB‘Afar0RNIA

Plastic bags take a significant amount of time to
decompose and am mate from mm-rwewabte petroleum
resources. But using paper bags isn’t necessarily the •
solution. White paper bags decompose mere quickly
and are less likely to strangle wildlife, they require more
energy to produce and release more airborne and

waterborne toxins tian plastic bags.
So,: whatte She solution? B-Y-CMB!!^ Bring Your Own
Bagl Bring your own canvas bags to the grocery stere.
You'll be impressed with the durability of your own bags
and they’re washable? Some grocery stores even offer •
discounts for shoppers that bring their own bags. Ifs
easy, toss a few r-Msabte bags in the car the next time
you remember and you’ll be ready for even unexpected
shopping trips. Sor next time you shop why don’t you
bring a couple of re-usable bags along? Itte easy and
•ifs an important way to reduce our daily waste.

n.

23
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Design Your Own
Reusable Bag
Did you check, out Kefra Knightley's reusable shopping purse?
Sketch out your awn bag here! Talca your design home and make
it a reality! Yau can find canvas bags at your local crafts store. Or,
better yet find something at heme that you already have that you
can transform into your new, snazzy shopping bag!

Salms Hayek and Orland©
bluom Support greenbuHding

and .’green ltvirig..Bath .showed
their support at a San- Fiindsto
Global Green event last
December,.
During an- interytew.wlth a. ■
focal tofevlsion station,' .'
Orlando Bloom said, "I .think
”O w to osh nf m-, youimsw,
®g|g bri ty; or -u©ti..just to. take
&ctasr tosj^nsibihty even: In a
sfeil’ way, Wfether It's--

something as. sta ple as using
energy' efficient light: Mbs m:
ynyr home , ewi.idling diy our
teteyiskm or moblte phone
charger -whw yMtofinlslwl
using It, doing’ something to
make a different®- tarn
something- is bettor than nothing
and together it osn be dons,"
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to make heat it releases a lot of gases Bio the air.. OneMihose
gases is carbon dioxide. Power plants- may be the largest emitter of
carbon dioxide in the world. Increased levels of carbon dioxide are
not good for humans or other plants or animals and may to fact be
a leading cause of global wanning.

^frRE, W^g^9QQ|

fj^Ewiy time you switch c-n the light plug in your radio, or ta®|
^pyour computer, youfre using energy. Ewyone always tells you
I'""' |that you should conserve energy, but whafs the big deal? When

1
|

WHAT CAN MT H&MILT DO TO
SJLVE B3NTDHGT? HOW
WD
MAKE JL DIFFERENCE?

'M|you tarn m your light it’s not like patoifion comes cut and stinks
/ Aip the air, right? Why de people care so much stat saving
L
•' energy? Is it because they just want to save money because
?
-' electricity bills can be expensive? No, it’s not.
;>

The United States of America is the biggest consumer of energy in
the world. Where do we ore it all? According to the U.S.
Department of Energy, 44^ of the energy we use in our homes is
just for heating or cooling our homes. Here are a few suggestions
for your family to use tess energy:

Energy has to come from somewhere! And in C^htaiia, S9.3*S offcur energy prodnetian comes from ®®-wwaW eiwrgy sources to
like coal. Tbs California Department of Energy lists eoai as toe
number one producer of electricity for the state.

- | Open the windows when possible I During summer, cool
the house down by ’opening the widows at night. When you do
want to use the air conditioning keep it at a mild 7S.degre&3~...

b

WHAT IS IT? HOW DOSS IT WORE^
Coal is a fossil fuel extracted fem die ground through mining.

••"

Once the coal i& extracted and transported to toe energy
$
production facility, it is then pulverized (smooshed into tiny bits)
and then burned in a furnace (a large oven) to make heat. The heat
produced warms up water to its bailing point The steam produced
from the boiling water turns turbines (giant tans) which produce an-.
' s electrical charge which is stored and delivered to yowr home!
s 'Whew! That’s a long process just to make energy. Kind of makes
'' you think twice about turning on ywr light switch, bhh?

< j Use a room fan instead of the air conditiontag. Fans use
considerably less energy
- | Use shades and curtains to keep the sun cut daring the hot
test parts of summer.
■ | Turn off lights when you’re not in the room,

• | Use power saving features on your computer and turn it off
overnight.

SO, WHATS THE WOBLEM?
< | Buy eneigy efficient household appliances, ?

1) The problem wiOi coal is that « day it will run out That’s
' C jwhat makes it a non-reitewable energy Rotate. Ttea are other big
.
problems with using coal as om major ssw < energy Wh® |
coal is exposed to air and water, the suitor to tai osobte stoto |

• *| Rim your dishwasher and washing machines for foil loads
only.

-the ah and toe water to produce sAdo AL ^oP When 1 taw
|
' ''anerqjosgdmalmtae a 1st ofsiriftoto^cid A hepbtee< -.That |

-J
- 1

Turn down your water heater toermeriat to 120 degrees..

Replace your regular light bulbs with compact fiuoreteent:
light bulbs. They last 8-12 times longer and use only one fourth of
the energy.

towid washes down into the streams sudxxws and can really fefect 1
oL plants, and wildbte to toe area, 3) Bto perils toe biggest |
^grebfem with using coal to that whm it’s buitad (or oomtotated^ |

27.
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0} 15 gallons
•c) 10 gates
9) How much water does it fake to produce one serving
of French fries?
a) 1 gallon
b) 2 gates
c) 6 gallons
10} How much ground water do we use?
a) 100 million acre feeVyear
b) 16 n^llico acre feeVyear
4 3 milte acre feeVyear

much do you
know about H2O?

Wow

11 How much water does it tote to process a -quarter
pound of hamburger?
a) 1 cup of water
b) half a gate of water
cj one gate of water

1} How much water does it tate to make four new tires?
a) 4,086 gallons of water
b) 2,072 gates of water
cj 60S gallons of water
3) How long can a person live without water?
a) three days
b j one week.
cj one month

11J How much of the earth’s water supply Is saltwater?
a) 85%
b}9Z8%
c,W2%
12} How much of the earth’s water is suitobte for
drinking?

4) How long can $ person live without toad?
a) one year.
b) oie month
c)
weeks
5) How much water do stele water experts estimate we
could he short by toe year 2010?
a) 1/2 million acre feetf year
b) 2 million acre Mtyear
c) 4 million acre feetryear
6) How much water is used to flush a toifel?
a) 1/2 gallon -2 gallons
b) 4-5 gallons
c) 2-7 gallons
71 How much water te used on the average for on
automatic dishwasher?
a) 3-8 gates
b) 9-12 gates
c) 1548 gates
8} On the average, how much wster is used to band
wash dishes?
a) 20 gallons

c) 5%
13} Is it possible to drink water that was part: of the
dinosaur era?

14} What percentage of a chicken is water?

g-||||||||||^
Answers to Water Trivia;
1)c 2)H)b4)b 5)C 6} c7)b 8)a 9}c 10)b 11}c 12)a
13) a 14) b
Answers to toe Crossword Puzzle:
1) gearw 2) coussouiis 3) earth 4) environrteWexpo
■5) university 6) environment 7) coal 8) six 9) raise
10) conservation 11) renewable 12) earthday 13) biofogy
Answers to Riddle me this, Riddle me that
1-E. 2-M, T< 4-G, 5-0.6-L 7-B, 8-K, 9-Fr 10C, 11-A.12-J,
13-1,14-Df 15-H
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APPENDIX C
ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO PASSPORT
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6REEH
B>U S LDSUS

OMNITRANS (OUTSIDE) :

GREEN BUILDING EXPLORATORIUM
£rrr J: mays w

Qhmzthahs

.teTiW BV&E&

r wrt>

E&FLQRAT OR SUH

1)
21
1)
The Gas
tOHPAHV

THE GAS COMPANY (outside)
■ Itof •:
S■
'. $ FA® f0.?: W

TALK ABOUT TREES (INSIDE)
Ttol
TRfO: i?0 FOR YOU?

Tale.: About
' .Trees'";

2® ir woedswfF

Bugs are
MY
BUSINESS

SfiCD

Bugs Are

my business

ItoM W'Ml?

JA# BERNARDINO COUNTY

(inside!

E®.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL

T

CSIJO

CLUB

Health

lEALTff hWFPFj
: Ito 7" .®&E$ '^YEOTOR CmQf3'

WrT

CHEMISTRY

:WV£F?3Ht®NTAL

California

CSUSB CHEMISTRY CLUB:

department of

Jto 1$. J 7 IMPORTANT TO

FISH AND;-GAME./

MIWWJI CJffWfSTBY XO J7

Itor W MME WARDENS ^0?

&ELX7££ 70 .FHF '
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Cau fgraha
Department
of FSSH

ahd

Game

Paul Cash
EDO-HASID.

Becy€LIng Area (outside)'

P«L CASH ECG-MASI C SHOW
(INSIDE) SHOOT ARE AT 9 3 30 r

10s3O<..ll^^J.lZs3O?
2s»m.................................

and

to? <2WO^1 OF

■

«EWUM&<

■ y$R.:EA

W TW

•«E 5EW ^.ECFOLEOf

W

IS IT IMPORTANT TO

GIS

AND GROUND WATER

M■ T& O:' to

feA F WEf?. I F

WO A^F EOTtf to^F

Earth
Balloon

Earth, balloon (inside) .
See the -world from Inside outL
T»E .

to T

¥0 £f ' LfWHJ

-F ■ F£F W- - WT ■

CONTAMINATION AT THE

IDF ; FMF ■

FESTIVAL

Wat does
NEST

Booth

NEST

BOOTH

Deceive a
,H0« TO

(IOTJDE)

W : Js ■ ir wefulF

INVESTIGATE POSSIBLE

'American. Lung Association■■
CALi FOR NIA.CON SERVAT1ON

Children's Forest
CSUSB Environmental Health Science Club
Inland Auto Dismantlers Association,
Inland Empire Resource Conservation
District
Metropolitan Water District of
Souther# California
Mqonridge Animal Park
. Moss Brotheot Ford
Pali Institute
San Bernardino County Mu sew
San Bernardino County Stormwater
Program
Alternative Fuel Vehicles,
Humane Society of San Bernardino
Valley

will be your

GUIDE T0 THE EVENT AND YOU’LL WANT TO HANG ON
As TO TRAVEL AROUND

ANh LEARN AT ENVIRONMENTAL EXPO TODAY. YOU'LL

fill up this

Passport!

C0RPS

Califqrnia Native :Pea.ht<jSo€I.ety:

sport/to

This booklet

LATEST?'

OTHER SUGGESTED EXHIBITS?

lte *RE?SO. HWW THM' WBU: ARE HEffil .

TO IT THROUGHOUT THE Wl

___________

lWat .§r<F of

.ME O® W

Welcome to Environmental EXPO at
California State University,
Saw Bernardi no.!

BPCL

SIS snw F©rF

flyer to: learm about

future careers!;
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APPENDIX D
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
EXEMPTION LETTER
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SPONSORED PROGRAMS
Institutional Review Board

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO

fax; (909) 53 7-7023

5500 University Parkway, San Bernardino, CA ©2407-2397

http;//irb.esusb.edu

(909) 537-5027

CSUSB
INSTITUTIONAL
REVIEW BOARD

March 15/2007

Exempt Review
IRBft 06085
Status

Ms. Laura Borg, Prof. Darlecn Stoner, and
Prof Joseph Jesunathadas
Department of Science, Math, and Technology
California State University
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, California 02407

APPROVED

Dear Ms. Borg, Prof Stoner, and Prof Jesimathadas:

Your application to use human subjects, titled, “Does Participating in Environmental EXPO .Promote Self-Assessed
Growth In Personal Environmental Attitudes for Eighth Grade “At-Risk” Students?” has been reviewed and
approved by the Chair of the Institutional Review Board (TRB) of California State University, San Bernardino and
concurs that your application meets the requirements for exemption from IRB review Federal requirements under 45
CFR 46, As the researcher under the exempt category you do not have to follow the requirements under 45 CFR 46
which requires annual renewal and documentation of written informed consent which are not required for the
exempt review category. However, exempt status still requires you to attain consent from participants before
conducting your research.
Although exempt from federal regulatory requirements under 45 CFR. 46, the CSUSB Federal Wide Assurance does
commit all research conducted by members of CSUSB to adhere to the Belniont-Commission’s ethical principles of
respect, beneficence and justice. You must, therefore, still assure that a process of informed consent takes place, that
the benefits of doing the research outweigh the risks, that risks are minimized, and that the burden, risks, and
benefits of your research have been justly distributed.
You are required to 1) notify the IRB if any substantive changes are made in your research prospectus/protocol, 2) if
any adverse events/serious adverse events (AE’s/SAE’s) are experienced by subjects during your research, and 3)
when your project has ended. Failure to notify the IRB of the above, emphasizing items 1 and 2, may result in
administrative disciplinary action. You are required to keep copies of the informed consent forms and data for at
least three years.

If you have any questions regarding the IRB decision, please contact Michael Gillespie, IRB Secretary. Mr. Michael
Gillespie can be reached by phone at (909) 537-5027, by fax at (909) 537-7028, or by email atnigillesp@csusb.edu .
Please include your application identification number (above) in all cmrespondence.
Best of luck with your research,

Samuel S. Kushner, Chair
Institutional Review Board
SK/mg

The California State University
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APPENDIX E
GAINING EARLY AWARENESS AND READINESS FOR
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS INLAND EMPIRE

SCHOOLS AND THEIR FREE/REDUCED
LUNCH RATES
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Percentage of School Population
Receiving Free or Reduced Lunch

Academy

School
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